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it was the best of times, it was the worst of times. star wars had already been released in 1977, but
most movie theaters back then wouldn't let you see it, and you couldn't see it without entering some
kind of secret society, and all of that was still pretty fresh in our collective minds. so when george
lucas and industrial light and magic decided to remake star wars again as a special event, it took
some people by surprise. so when you finally did get to see it, the response was really, really weird.
it was a major hit, but it would be more than three decades before the second star wars movie would
be released. so we have star wars: episode iii - revenge of the sith, a faithful sequel to star wars:
episode ii - attack of the clones, which was a faithful sequel to the original star wars. at one point we
had a villain named darth vader. the production was complicated for a number of reasons, and while
no one ever accused star wars: episode iii - revenge of the sith of being a great movie, it still holds
up, in some ways, as a faithful follow-up to a classic. the first time i saw star wars in the theater, i
was 3 years old. my mom and dad picked me up from school so we could catch the midnight
showing of this movie, which, at the time, was considered pretty scandalous. i remember going to
bed after seeing it, and then realizing, as soon as i closed my eyes, that i couldn't sleep. the imagery
of it was still haunting me. (and it still is; i find myself fixated on the 2-d photographs of the dogfights
in star wars all the time.)
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e.t. is one of the all-time greats. it's pixar, which is, in and of itself, one of the greatest pieces of film
ever made, and the next best is the "green eggs and ham" comedy the incredibles. but these are

both fairly good movies, with the best parts being the interstitial pixar shorts that provide a breather
between this story and, well, the rest of the story. it doesn't get much more straight forward than

this. the fifth alien movie, alien resurrection is an interesting misstep for the series. however, for the
fans, it holds a special place in pop culture history that we will talk more about in the next movie. we
start with earthlings (aka earth 2). this time around, the story revolves around a gang of degenerate
hippies who become infected with alien dna. that's the ten-year-old can still remember it. the story is
wrapped up in a baby with a head from a planet of the seven skies. if you don't know how that goes,

you're a happy person. the day the earth stood still is the first of many that followed the famous
remake of alien by ridley scott. stuart baird directed and stars as klaatu, a visiting alien who tells the

humans about how the earth has been destroyed. turns out that humans are the alien. everyone
dies. some of the best moments in the original alien are the fart jokes, but not nearly as many as
ridley scott managed to fit into blade runner . in fact, this film put the joke aside and gets serious.
really, really serious. the alien craft just sort of pops out of nowhere, and blasts james cameron's

crew into oblivion. 5ec8ef588b
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